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Fruit flies
infest- ·
.
food at Potpourri
Problem is almost b~tter, official says
said Food Services has a minor
fruit
fly problem every year. ·
CENTRAL FLORIDA F.UTURE
However, this year's problem
"They are everywhere!" said seemed abnormal, so he invesUCF sophomore Jenny Vogel tigated it.
Apparently pipes were leakin the Potpourri cafeteria.
"Fruit flies were attacking my ing in the 4-foot crawl space
under the cafet~ria, a 22-yearfriend's salad."
UCF freshman
Chris old building. Roessler said the
Detlefsen, currently on a UCF contractors who repaired the
meal plan, ate a bowl of cereal leaks left the old rotten pipes
in the cafeteria April 7. He said under the building.
The sewage and water in the
he covered his bowl with a napold pipes bekin to keep out
came a breedthe flies.
ing ground for
"Two bugs
"Fruit flies were
fruit
flies.
landed in my
.Roessler said
drink," Detattacking my
the pipes were
lefsen said. He
friend's salad."
hasn't eaten
removed and
the crawl space there since.
and cafeteria
Cafeteria
• Jenny Vogel
were sprayed
worker
Sue
UCF sophomore·
with pesticides.
Wheeler said
E c o
fruit flies were
an awful prob~ab, a pest
lem in the cafeteria April 8 and conti;ol service, sprayed in and
9. However, she said the prob- ·under the building from 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Monday through
lem had improved April 10.
Bob Kilpatrick, a UCF alumnus, bikes with his children, Jared and Benjamin. Tristan Hiers shares the
UCF Food Service Director Thursday.
Randy Roessler said the probRoessler said this will elimi- ride. Kilpatrick spent Sunday afternoon at a picnic on the Greeri tor Teacher Appreciation Day.
lem is almost resolved. Roessler. nate the flies.

by Mary Watkins -

Kinko's cannot cOpy without·publishers' OK
by Sandra Pediclnl
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Kink.o's Graphics Co. now must face stricter rules
governing what materials can be copied for students
due to a court decision limiting commercial establishments' abilities to make copies of these materials.
Eight textbook publishers filed a suit against
Kink.o's in April 1989 that was designed to re-interpret the 1976 Copyright Act allowing faculty members to make multiple copies of certain materials under
the act's ''Fair·Use" clause.
Up until then, when professors brought materials
to Kinko's, an employee checked the copyrighted material. If the materials fell within fair use guidelines,
Kink.o's did not contact the copyright holders to obtain

permission to copy the work.
Fair use guidelines consider such areas as:
•How much of the total work is being used.
•The nature of use.
• The nature of the work.
On March 28, Judge Constance Baker Motley made
a decision requiring Kinko's and other similar commercial establishments to clear all materials through
the publishers before copying.
"Their failure to do that not only deprived us of
income but also deprived the authors of their income,"
said Chris Goff, in-house lawyer for Harper Collins.
Adriana Foss, Kinko's corporate communications
director, said the decision will mean that more people
must be hired to obtain copyright permissions and
extra costs may be passed on to students if publish-

ing companies charge royalties for the materials.
''The short answer is, yes, we will charge," Goff
said. ''We're entitled to do it. We' will charge our
standard fees for this kind of copying."
Tl!e decision has already affected UCF journalism
, professor Ron Smith, who used copies of magazine
articles for students' reading packets. ~He now must
get permission from the magazines.
Next semester, Smith will work with Kinko's to
get permission for copying, but for the remainder of
this month he must leave the materials in the library
for the students to copy.
While Smith said he thinks .the ruling is fair, he
said it will-pose an inconvenience for the rest of this

see KINKO'S page 4

Senate approves funding for
Greek aCtivities next year
by Sandra Pedicini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

DISTINGUISHED DIGGERS
~·

-·-

Several VIPs shoveled at the Student Union groundbreaking: Ross Wolf, Jeff Latng,
President Altman, Debbie Komanski, Jimmie Ferrell, Jason DiBona abd Lee Tubbs.

With controversy over state legality
of funding Greek council behind them,
Student Government's Activity and
Service Fee Committee approved $9,670
to be shared between the Inter-Fraternity, Panhellenic and National
Panhellenic Councils for rush activities
next year.
The committee also gave the National
Panhellenic Council $500 to fund the
All Greek Step Show, an annual African-American cultural performance.
But the committee denied funding to
the Mocktail, a non-alcoholic social given
during Alcohol Awareness Week.

Greek affairs coordinator Greg Ma.son said he was happy with the funding.
. "You always wish you could do more,
but I understand that Student Government is really pressed," he said. "There's
a lot that we could do for the university, and there's simply not enough
money to go around to do these things."
The Finance Committee will now begin an approval process of the entire
SGbudget.
"This is not going to be an easy victory for them," Arts and Sciences Sen.
David Mann said. 'The committee conveniently forgot the arguments they had
. and voted for it because they.felt pressured."
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For a Limited Time, April 16 through 25, The UCF Computer Store is
selling their most popular Macintosh Computers, for LESS than
their already"low normal price.
There may never be a better time to buy a Macintosh.
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FINANCING AVAILABLE

•
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Students ·c an soon View
classes on TV system

•

by Cindy Barth

..

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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UC14' has begun testing its Instructional Fixed Service System, or TV system, as a new means of offering courses
Jor the fall.
Dr. Bob Arnold, director of instructional services and a communications
professor, described it as a system ll.ke
broadcast television.
"This is an over-the-air system very
much like television except that you
need a separate receiver or converter to
get the signal,"-he said.
The converters will be located at the
South Orlando Campus, the VCCOsceola Campus, the VCC West Cam. pus and the UCF-VCC Lee Road
Campus. Students will be able to register for the courses and go to one of the
campuses to view the class material.
Arnold said two such classes will be
offered this fall: a psychology course
(SOP 3004) and a Women's Health Issues course.
Dr. Randy Fisher, instructor for the
psychology course, said the class will he
a broad introduction to social psychology.
"It will deal with issues like aggression, helping behaviors and attitudes,"

he said. "We will be developing it more
thoroughly over the summer."
Linda Henning, teacher of the
Women's Health Issues course, said the
class will include a variety of topics,
such as alcohol/drug addiction, reproductive and family health, sexuality,
eating disorders, AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases and stress-related disorders.
Henning said she will also be developing the program over the summer.
"I envision students taking it for college credit, as well as the fact that it
will be available for those in the community who want to take it for enrichment or greater infon:nation," Henning
said.
Arnold said UCF was fortunate to
have applied for and gotten the special
frequencies needed for the programs.
"As the crush for students to take
more courses became greater;- it was
decided that we better apply for the
frequencies. We will eventually have
four ·channels of courses we can offer,"
he said.
Classes that will be offered in the
future will depend on the departments.
''They're the ones who can make use of
the facilities. It could be a full range of
classes," Arnold said.

DIRTY CAR?
Teague Kennedy tries to lure people into a car: wash. The UCF Cinematog·raphy
Association held the car wash Saturday at Highway 50 and state Route 436.

Study will allow stude~ts . to
spea-k on cultural diversity
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..
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An on-campus study is under way to
measure student perceptions on cultural
diversity at UCF.
Dr. Luis Fuentes, a visiting professor from the University of Massachu' setts at Amherst, initiated and heads
the research project. He is being supported by Dr. Le Vester Tubbs, vice
president for Student Affairs, and Dr.
Robert Belle, director of Minority Student Services.
"It's really not unlike what your
President [Steven Altman] is doing in

talking to individual students about how
they feel about their experience here at
UCF," Fuentes said. "But it's very difficult for students to present their problems before the president of the
university. We found, for instance,
Latino students who would go in to talk
to him and say they had no problems
but would walk out and say, 'Yeah, I
did!"'
.
In order to avoid this kind of natural
intimidation and to assure that the results of the project are as accurate as
possible, the study will be done through

see DIVERSITY page 5
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•EARTH DAY EVENTS
• POTTERY SALE
The UCF Environmental SoThere will be a pottery sale
ciety is hosting the last of its in the ceramics lab, the Arts
UCF Earth Day 1991 Speak.er Complex, April 18.
Series. It will begin at 7 :30 p.m.
The sale will continue April
in the Student Center Audito- 19 on the Green. All students
are welcome.
rium.
• April 18 Micheal
Geoghaegans of the United Na- • POLYMER TOPIC
tions will present "The Politics
The Chemistry Department
of the Environment."
· is hosting a seminar called the
"Polymer Topic" at 4 p.m.
Wednesday in Room 126 of
• FOUNDERS' DAY
Academic Affairs and fac- CEBAII.
ulty representatives are sponThe topic will be presented
soring a Founders' · Day by Dr. Gary Wenek of
Achievement Convocation at Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti10:15 a.m. Wednesday in the tute. Everyone is invited.
SCA
Students and faculty will be • AASU ELECTIONS
honored for academic achieveThe African American Stuments.
dent Union elections will be
All classes will be canceled held from noon to 2 p.m.
between 10 a.m. and noon that Wednesday and Thursday in
day.
front of the student mailboxes
across from the Student Organization Lounge.
• SHAKESPEARE NIGHT
The International Student
To vote, one must have a
Association will host the first validated UCF ID and an
UCF Night at the Orlando AASU membership application
Shakespeare Festival. Faculty, on file.
staff and 150 UCF students will
For more information, call
attend the perform.ance of ext. 4168.
"Macbeth" at 8 p.m. Friday.
The performances are out- •SAM DRAWING
doors in the new Lake Eola
The Society for Advancement of Management is havbandshell.
The international students ing a drawing Wednesday.
are offering a carpool service Tickets may be purchased from
for students who need rides to SAM members for $1.
The first-prize winner will
the theater.
Tickets are $4 and can be get four passes to Pleasure Isordered from th~ Orlando land. The second-place winner
Shakespeare Festival box of- will get $10 off at Kelsey's and
fice at 841-9787. Tickets can two AMC movie passes. Thirdalso
be
bought
at place winners will get free
TicketMaster (call 839-3900) movie rentals from Blockbuster
Video. For more information,
for $5.

call the SAM office at ext. 5748.

• HOUSE PARTY
CAB invites all UCF studen~s to the Tuesday Night
Live House Party at 9 p.m. in
the Wild Pizza.
Get ready to dance the night
away.
• PLAY RACQUETBALL
The
student-affiliated
American Chemical Society is
hosting a scholarship racquetball tournament at 10 a.m. Saturday and Sunday at the UCF
racquetball courts.
ACS members must pay $5
and non-members must pay $7.
Prizes will be awarded.
The competition will include
men's singles, women's singles
and mixed doubles.
Sign up in the Chemistry
Department office. For more
information,
call
Ron
McCulloch at 365-5774 or Paul
Gamble at 677-0899.
•NEWHOURS
Student Health Services'
hours will change beginning
May13.
The new hours will be from
8 a. m. to 7 p.m. Mond,ay
through Friday. An appointment is strongly recommended
and will be given priority over
non-emergent walk-ins.
To make an appointment,
call ext. 2701 or stop by the
appointment desk.
• "ODYSSEY"
Brevard Community College
is offering Florida residents an
opportunity to earn college
credit while touring Italy,

Switzerland, France and En- ease of the '90s.".
The seminar is free but resgland this summer.
European "Odyssey" will be ervations are required. To
· make reservations or for more
offered May 13-30.
This program allows stu- information, call 677-6842.
dents to earn six hours of humanities credit while attending • ARE YOU ADDICTED?
lectures and touring these ~ Evers Robinson, M.S.W.,
AC.S.W., will speak on "Psycountries.
All credits are transferable chology of Addictions and the
to UCF.
Dually Diagnosed Patient" from
The program costs $2,892 S:30-10:30 a.m. Friday at HCA
and includes round-trip air fare West Lake Hospital, 589 W.
from Orlando, meals, insur- state Route 434, Longwood.
ance, tours and entrance costs.
Registration starts at 8 a.m.
For more information, call
Participants Will learn:
Hep Aldridge at 632-1111, ext.
• To identify the behavior
2727, or study group leader Dr. and personality profile of ~
Henry Carrier at 784-4600.
addict.
• To discuss the use of alco•DAY HIKE
hol and drugs in depression,
The Florida Trail Associa- anxiety, insomnia and other
tion, Central Chapter, is host- psychiatric illnesses.
ing a Day Hike from 9 a.m. to
• To identify and discuss the
2 p.m. Thursday at Lake effect of alcohol and drugs in
·Kissimmee State Park.
the workplace, interpersonal
Lois Henschen will take relationships and family dypeople on a leisurely hike namics:
through pine woods and they
The seminar is free. Reserwill check out an eagles nest.
vations must be made by
Those interested should Thursday; call 262-2231.
meet at the parking lot near
the rest rooms in the park.
• CHORAL CONCERT
Call 892-2685 for more inChoral conductor David L.
formation.
Brunner will lead UCF choral
groups in two spring conceits
• CHRONIC FATIGUE
featuring music masterpieces
The Winter Park Pavilion, from the 16th to the 20th cenan affiliate of Winter Park Me- turies.
morial Hospital, will present a
The 80-voice University
free seminar, "Chronic Fatigue Chorus, the UCF Chamber
Syndrome," from 7-9 p.m. Singers and UCFs "Spirit" voThursday at the Winter Park cal jazz ensemble will perform
Memorial Hospital medical li- at 8 p.m. -Saturday at First
United Methodist Church of
brary auditorium.
Winter Park and at 4 p.m.
Check-in time is 6:30 p.m.
Joseph N. DeLuca, M.D., Sunday at First United MethPh.D., will speak on this "dis- odist Church of Sanford.
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KINKO'S
FROM PAGE 1

semester because he didn't
have time to prepare for it.
"It's a liability in that we
didn't know about it... Had I
known about it in advance, I
could
have
contacted
Newsweek and Columbia Journalism Review and other maga-

zines," he said.
Marketing professor Dr.
Michael Morris also used
Kinko's.
"It pretty much means, from
my standpoint, that you can't
use their services anymore unless it's somet~g that you've,:
written yourself," 'Morris said.
"It's going to be too much of a
has~le."

Because of the changing na-

ture of material in business
classes, he said, using Kinko's
services wouldn't be worth he
time it would take to get copyright permission.
Morris said he will probably
look around for another copying service that interprets the
ruling differently. He said if he
can't find one, he will have to
use UCFs library reserve system.

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SONGFEST

HEAD AND SHOULDERS

William Utley, a 20-year-old music major, and.radio-television major Richard-Duffy, 21, met up when
they were leaving a class and decided to have a mini-jam session on the Green.

Greg Fender gives his son Nicholas a ride at a picnic Sunday. The
Christian Students Association he.Id the picnic.
·
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(407) 898-9656

·caoo) 3ss-1910

80486-25 MHz

•80486-25 MHz

ON DEAN RoAIJ,
]UST NQ~TH OF

COLONIAL
(mGHwAY 50)

80386-25MHz

ASK ABOUT OUR
CONSTRUCTION SPECIALS

LARGE NEW
1,2, AND 3

BEDROOM
'APARTMENTS

.G·R ADUATE

TO THE BEST
NEW 91' SENTRA SENTRA FROM

$7,500
PICKUP FROM

$7,900
CO:ME SEE US ON THE GREEN APRIL 23RD

CPU (8K Cache) "
·4 MB Membry
Expands to 32
• 1.2 MB Disk
TECHNOLOGY
Drive
• 1.44 MB Disk
Drive
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
•120 MB Hard
SPECIALISTS
Drive
DIRECT TO THE EDUCATIONAL
• 1024X768 1 MB
MARKET
Video Card
•SVGA Color
80286-12 MHz ·
Monitor .28 dp

•$2995·

• 80286-12 MHz CPU
• 1 MB Memory Expands to 4 MB
8038SSX-16 MHz • 1.2 MB Disk Drive
• 40 MB Hard Drive
,• 80386SX-16
• 800X600 256K Video Card
MHz CPU
• VGA Color Monitor .51 dp
• 1 MJJ Memory
•$995·
Expands to 4
• 1.2 MB Disk
•UPGRADES:
Drive
2 MB Total Memory +$100
• 1.44 MB Disk .
4
MB Total Memory + $200
Drive
80 MB Hard Drive + $150
•80 MB Hard
VGA Color Monitor .39 dp +$75
Drive
• 800X600 256K
Video Card
•VGA Color
Monitor .39 dp

•$1450·
·UPGRADES:
2 MB Memory + $100
4 MB Memory + $200
SVGA Color Monitor
.28 dp +$50

• 80386!'25 MHz
CPU
•2 MB Memory
Expands to 32
• 1.2 MB Disk Drive
• 1.44 MB Disk
Drive
•80 MB Hard
Drive
·SOOX600 256K
Video Card
•SVGA Color
Monitor .28 dp

•$1895·

LOWEST GOLDSTAR PRICES!
1460 Color 14" 1024X768
$345
1450 Color 14" 800X600
$320
1425 Color 14" 640X480
$275
1420 Color 14" EGA
$267
1405 VGA White 800X600 $160
$120
1220 VGA White 12"
2400 Internal Modem
. $99
2400 External Modem
$99

Visa, MasterCard or COD accepted for shipment. Full one-year warranty on parts
and labor. Florida residents add 6% sales tax. On-site service option~ +$99/Yr in
Orlando area. Fourteen day money back guarantee. Call for other configurations.
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The Central Florida Future Car Fair

•

10-2 April 23 on the Green.
Come by and see a wide selection of cars
specially priced for UCF students.

•
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1A.-rmz.tast1c ucu.i1,S®
~the Original Family Haircutters®
.
.

wAL-MART CENTER
10691 E. COLONIAL
UNION PARK
380-~626

NO APPOINTl\fENT
NECESSARY
EACH SALON
INDEPENDEN1LY OWNED &

========

L-~~!._

____ .J

PRECISION CUT
QUALITY PERM

I
I LONG FINISH
HAIR EXTRA

REG(25.95)

FS

L ..!~~1---_ -

UCF

I

M-TH 9-8

'VISA

F-SAT9-6

~

•IS YOUR PRIVACY B ING INVADED.
•DO YOU NEED PROTECTION?

THUNDER POWER
120,000 VOLT MIN-STUN GUN

-.:?'.~~i'.'

.

·

. ·.
··.•

BODY GilARD
SELF DEFENSE SPRAY
$14.95
PRIVACY PRODUCTS, INC.
5227 E. COLN/AL DRIVE (407) 282-9427

•

2~·10"

CAllEER OPPPORlUlfTIEll PU-t:
2:30-4:45-7:30-9:45
TEEHAGE lilJTANT N~ TUR1\.ES 2 PG"
2:14-4:15·6:15-8:1510:15

9HIPWRECKEDPG 1:4~:45
HOIE ALOIE PG 2:0>4:20·7:15-9:30'
' DANCES WITH WOLVES PG13 1:30-5-8:45
KHl RALPH PG ·2:1s-4:1>6:1S-S:15-10:15
CLASS ACTION R 2:30-5:00.7:30·10:00"
PERFECT WEAPON R 2:0>4:0&-6:05-a-05-10:05'
IF LOOKS COULD KILL R 5:A5-8·10
T1IE HARDWAY R 2:1 D-4:30·7:00-9:30
OUTFORJUSllCER 2·4-6-8·10•

SLEEPllG wnH THE EHEMY.fl
2:20-4:6-7:30·9:40"
SILEHCE OF THE l.MllS R.
2:0s-4:4Q.7:15-i:45
TlfE HARDWAY R2:11>-7:30
THE DOORS R4:30·9:45
lHE llAllRYING MAHR
2:15-&-7:30-9:45
OUT FOR .l.ISllCE R 2-4-6-8-10'

cAAEER OPPORTUN'TIES PG-13
2:1~:1!>-6:1S-S:1 S-10:15

TEENAGE lilJTANTNINJA 1URTl.£S 2PG
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DRIVING
FOR
SUCCESS
NO MONEY DOWN $108.00 PER MONTH*

Congratulations 1991 College Graduate! At Coggin Osteen Honda
we want you to get the best possible start in the
business world.

•

•

DIVERSITY
FROM PAGE3

Focused Group Interviews.
These interviews will be done
by four students who are members of the ethnic groups they are
interviewing.
The interviews will be conducted in a manner that Will ericour3ge discussion through group
interaction to draw out insight
and responses into the situations
on campus.
"One of the things we hope
will come out of this study is that

Continuing her role as editor, Carte will replace the large
number of graduating editors
and supervise the relocation
this summer of the Future's offices.
On the business end,
Negron said he plans to increase revenue through sales
c~mpaigns and special advertising issues, such as a spring
break issue and an apartment
guide.
The high turnover rate of ad
representatives, he said, has
caused the Future to lose contact with many advertisers. To
change this, he wants to increase the number of advertising reps and offer them more
incentives, including bonuses
and movie passes.
"Thomas and I have the experience it takes to hold this
paper together another year,"
Carte said.

we need to know just where our approached Dr. Tubbs with about
students are so we can see what a year ago and then communidirections to move in and what cated with me about 1n a letter,"
areas we're already covering," Belle said. "I told [Fuentes] when
we met that I would support it
Tubbs said.
The FGis will be audio taped · because when you're trying to
with the results being compiled bring about changes, you need
this swnmer and, ifUCF allows, something to back them up."
written and published 'by SepThis research project will protember.
vide vital information to UCFs
Belle said this project could ongoing Cultural Diversity Proprovide a valuable stepping stone gram, whose goal is '<to ensure
to overcoming some of the olr. participation of men and women
stacles that minority students with varied racial/ethnic backface at UCF.
grounds in degree programs, cul'This is an idea that [Fuentes] tural and social offerings."

$79.95
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•ARE YOU AFRAID OF BEING MUGGED?.-~

'

I
I

,-THE-.A;'°PERM- - -,
I SHAMPOO
$20.95 I

OPERATED

•
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represent the staff vote at the
BOP elections.
The editor in chief and busiThe two most important po- ness manager are the only
sitions at The Central Florida elected positions.
"I think electing Thomas and
Future will be filled by famil--AMPU_S_WET_ -, iar faces next year.
Jamie was the best thing that
1
The Board of Publications could happen to the paper,"
C
1 elected Jamie Carte and Tho- Managing Editor Jennifer
1
cu~
I mas Negron as editor in chief Offenburger said.
She said most editors and
I
$6.40
I and business manager, respecREG. $8
I tively. Both were also elected business managers.spend their
1
FS UCF
· for the '90-'91 school year.
first semester getting their feet
L __~ 5/2/9'!._ _ _ _J . The BOP recommends poli- wet. Carte and Negron, howI ci~s, responsibilities and oper- ever, already have the skills
T ... 'TE CUT
COLLEG.a.n.
ating procedures to the Future. needed to bring the paper toSHAMPOO,
$7.95
It consists of two students, two gether, she said.
COND. RINSE
instructors and a staff memFour people applied for ediPRECISION CUT
REG($9.951
·
her. It also includes the busi- tor in chief, including an engiFINISH
.EXP 512191
FS ucF _J
ness manager, managing editor neering· major. This was the
and editor in chief for the Fu- most who have applied in some
l
DEANS LIST
I
ture.
time, she said.
I SHAMPOO
I
After interviewing the cariusually only have one
I COND. RINSE
$9.95 I didates, the Future staff votes or 'We
two people from inside the
!' PRE~:~'~ CUT
REG($l6)
I on them. The managing editor staff apply," she said. "This
116
J ~~~~~UR· FS UCF I ~d business manager then time we had more diversity."

by J.C. Smith
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It's status quo at the Future;
editor, business mgr. to stay

Norman Bros. Nissan
Coggin-Osteen Honda Uncoln-Mercury Ford
Macnamara Pontiac
r====:===-=-=
---::-c..·=--=-·=·--=-

Just for you we've developed "The Graduate Lease
Program." This program allows you to lease a new 1991 automobile
with no money down. Just bring us your diploma and if you meet
our other program criteria, we'll help you drive away In a sporty new
car.*

8574 S. OR_ANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL, 851-9118

FREE SNEAK PREVIEW
-. Her imaginary friend
is always there when she's in trouble..
That's the trou:Qle

~DEADffiED

POLYGRAM and WORKING TITLE FILMS Present
PHOEBE CATES RIK MAYALL MARSHA MASON "DROP DEAD FRED" With TIM MATHESON and CARRIE FISHER M~RANDY EDELMAN ::;CAROL WOOD ~:JOSEPH T.GARRITY ~~MARSHALL HARVEY ~PETER DEMING
:!~TIM BEVAN and CARLOS DAVIS &ANTHONY.FINGLETON w~~CARLOS DAVIS &ANTHONY FINGLETON
~~.!;~:~'!mo~~~~:.;',~: 00l=rro= Prrd~ PAUL WEBSTER ~ ATE DE JONG NEW LINE CINEMA.
~

MCMxt!NEWUNECIJ!EMA!llRP.AU.Rlll!TSRmVED.

OPENS AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU ON -APRIL 19TH

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
7:30 PM
LITCHFIELDS UC 6 Cinema

..
•

EASY APPROVAL, EASY PAYMENTS.
-so MONTH CLOSE END LEASE PLUS MONTHLY SALES TAX WITH APPROVED CREDIT. FOR
THE RAST 12 MONTHS. REMAINING PAYMENTS INCREASE $50.00 PER MONTH 13-60. FIRST
MONTHS PAYMENT PLUS REFUNDABLE SECURITY DEPOSIT &TAG DUE ON DELIVERY•
MONTHLY PAYliENTS DUE EVERY 30 DA VS THERAFTER. EXCESS lllLEAGE CHARGE OF UP
TO 15' PER MILE OVER 15,000 PER YEAR AN_Q ANY EXCESS WEAR AND TEAR COSTS MAY
APPLY AT END OF LEASE.

5

12255 University Blvd.

Sponsored by C.A.B. Cinema Committee
FREE PASSES AT STUDENT GOVERNMENT KIOSK
Seating is Limited to Theatre Capacity • First Come, First Served

•
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The
Flip
Side of

_........._Reality

'MacBeth' set 'a work of art'
Downtown theater takes away from Shakespeare
by Josiah Baker

The actors seemed to have a
hard time concentrating on their
The Orlando Shakespeare Fes- lines and often the lines were dead
tival is in the middle of its second in tone. The set, however, is quite
season run. The festival ends April a work of art. It is a design of the
21. The Shakespeare Festival is entrance of a castle with a gate and ·
directed by Dr. Stuart Omans of two stairways. The set remains the
UCF.
same t~roughout the play with the
Last year the festival was free exception of a few moveable props
for all. However, this year the on the ground level. The costumes
shows expanded with 17 full-time looked quite genuine and were
artists from Florida, New York, well-designed from their appearTennessee and Georgia. The pro- ance.
duction staff has also doubled.
The performance did start pretClasses have been included at UCF ty rocky and by intermission, sevin support of the festival.
eral people had left. But those who
One of the two plays that are stuck it out were rewarded with a
being shown at the festival this much better second half.
year is "The Tragedy of MacBeth."
The second half of the show inThe performances take place at the cluded several splendid sword
amphitheater at Lake Eola Park.
fights and killings. The invasion of
On the night I happened to see MacBeth's castle -by Malcolm and
"MacBeth," there was a nice, gen- his followers brings the play to its _
tle rain that developed into a hard climactic ending.
rain during the first half.
The death scene appeared a litThe outdoor theater in down- tle bit too dramatized. You could
town Orlando also made it diffi- tell throughout the play that most
cult for the audience to enjoy the of the actors were acting. I would
play. The sound of cars and am- assume that they are supposed to
bulances echoed during the early behave as real as possible.
Another point that -didn't seem
stages of the performance and,
along with the weather, it made the to make sense was at the beginThe Orlando Shakespeare Festival continued their tradition of lakeside
beginning of the play a most .u nsee MACBETH page g performances with this year's pr9(luctions of "MacBeth" and "Twelfth Night."
pleasant experience.
~

CONCERTS
Thursday, April 18
Saturday, April 20
Celebrate Intemational
Guitar Month with WDIZ
and the Hard Rock Cafe.
WDIZ disc jockeys will be
giving away an Alverez guitar autographed by INXS at
the Hard Rock.
Friday, 4pril 19
The Flu is back and is
playing at Visage at 9 p.m.
Tickets are $12 in advance
and $14 the day of the show.
· Joe Sample with special
guests Gerald Albright and
La1ah Hathaway will perform at the Tupperware Center at 8 p.m.Tickets for. the
show are $19. 75 and can be
purchased at all TicketMaster locations.

Sawyer Brown, Hank Wllllains Jr. ::mr1 the Pirates of

1.,....--.....i

day of the show. They can
be bought at any Central
Florida Christian bookstore.
Sunday, April 21
Hank Williams Jr.
moves on to the Tampa Sun
Dome. The show starts at
7:30 p.m. and tickets are
' $19.50.
Monday, April 22

Relax by UCF's reflecting pond and listen to a
Symphony Under the
illimililiiilliidilllad Stars at 7:30 p.m.
Mississippi invade the Orlando Arena at 7:30 p.m ..Tickets ·~ckets are now on sale at
are $19.50. ·
TicketMaster for the May
Christian rock band Petra 10 Black Crowes concert at
graces the Carpenter's Home the Orlando Sports Club.
Church in Lakeland. Tickets
are $14 in advance or $15 the -Chris Hobby

•

•

•

•
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Stage looks like junk yard in ZZ's
100th appearance in Recycler Tour

Biwkendo~k·

•

:· (<-~~7~~~~~~-:~~_footwear§-~

Black Crows canceled as opener; Hall Aflame steps in; audience diEapprave3

c~~TI~ET All Sizes & Styles Available HRS.11~-llpm
EXCHANGE

6 49-6484·

·

8444 International Drive

FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 1991
· SHOWS 7 & 10 pm
•

TICKETS $20.00 & $27.00
BUY TICKETS NOW THAU

TICKEf''"'

UJSTEAll>

•

(407) 839-3900

.

I

-----

·- - - -- ---·

STUDENT
'

~

LEGAL S_E RVICES
Student Legnl Servi.c cs .provi<lefi
students with nn nssislance in se- ,
lectcd _n rcns oflnw such u~ landlord/
tenant, consumer, uon-criminnl
traffic nnd uncontt:stecl dissolutions. You cnn receive attorney
consultation nnd . represe11tation
free of charge to quulified students . .CnH 1B23-2538 , or stop by SC
210 for more information or un
nppointmenl.

·•

Problems With'!
• Landlords'?
• Insurance?
• Contracts?
• Police?

by Josiah Baker

7 DAYS_

It was loud, wild and totally
tripping Wednesday night as
Houston's blues-rocktrioZZTop
knocked off their lOOth perlormance in their 1991 Recycler
Tour at the Lakeland Civic Center.
About 10,000 fans packed
the house as zz once agam
showed a · little blues magic.
Aside from the usual hit songs,
the band meil'lQers had one gigantic stage and, as they have
in past tours, they brought a
host ofunbelievable stage props.
The entire stage was a junk
yard: Smashed up cars, towering cranes, huge hanging magnets that moved large chunks of
compressed metal around and a
trash compactor. The set itself
made the show worth seeing.
Even though ZZTop has sold
out illnearlyeve:ry show since its
first gig of the tour ill Dallas, the
band didn't quite have a sellout
here. Part of the reason was that
the original opening act, The
Black Crowes, wascanceledfrorn
the show due to :Personal conflicts between the band and Miller Lite, the sponsor ofthe tour. A
new band called Hall.Aflame took
· The Crowes' place.
Hall Aflame's job of opeiling
the showwas a bit tainted. Several fans threw empty beer cups
and litter on stage and there were
manyboos and shouts telling the
band to shut up. Hall Aflame
lookedlike agroup ofroadies that

just decided to
get togetheJ;"
and play: it
wa8 ahnost as
if ZZ Top was
really desperate for a filler. ·
The band
played a kind
of countryrock, which
was not accepted by the
audience. The
group played
roughly 30
minutes and
got no audience
response. In
fact.alml:;tno
one clapped
when
the
band left the
· stage.
When ZZ
Top entered
the stage, it
Chartea Morrow
mystified the
ZZ Top brought the house down in Lakeland
audiencefrom with its recent two nearly sold-out shows.
the first mogood" Tour last year.
ment. Everyone chanted, '7Z."
The women looked fantastic
The ground level in the front
was packed with bearded meIJ. . and the laser lights were some of
and their loosely dressed babes~ the best rve ever seen at an ill- ~
Many were leftovers from Bike door concert.
11ckets cost $24.50 and there
Week in Daytona Some of them
lookedliketheyneverleftthe'OOs. were two shows.
. The show carried on an hour
If you were unfortunate
and a half. ZZ brought on a crew _
· enough not to go to the show tills
ofsome ofthe best-looking danc:. time, there's always next time.
ing girls that rve seen in a con- You'Ujust have to live with those
certsireeMotleyCrue's "Dr. Feel- "Mississippi Blues."

Need?
•A Will?

•
$500REBATE
OR 7.9% A.P.R.
TOQUALIAED
BUYERS

central florida

~

DUFFY'S

$8,100!!!
AFTER $500 FACTORY & FIRST TIME
BUYER REBATE. SALE PRICES STARTING
AS LOW AS

,.

SANDWICHES .

10042 UNNERSI'IY BLVD• UCF • 679-2448
CORNER OF DEAN & UNIVERSI'IY (ONE MILE WEST OF UCF)
-------------

COME SEE US ON THE GREEN APRIL 23

841 • 4550

2055 W. COLONIAL
(1 MILE WEST OF 1-4)
1-800-542-8471

NO EQUITY
TIRED Of 72 OR 8A "°'1M COff.
TRACTS? LET OS SID'i YOU
t«>W'l'OO C.t.H DRIVE ANEW

CAR EVERY 2 YEARS

.,.....

•

•

•

I
f

; I

•a•.,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-

(OF EQUAL OR LES.S ER VALUE)
ONE COUPON PER VISIT----EXPIRES 4/30/91

·1
•

, l"
(

BUY ONE
SUB
. AND TWO
20 oz. DRINKS AND GET
ONE SUB FREE.:

I
:t
I
I
I
I
I

ASK US ABOUT THE PLAN

COUPON·-=------~-----

. I

I
j.:
'j:
!:..
.
:;d .....
L--------------------~-----•----~
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R~ Grill offers variety of foods;

some will surely tempty~ur tummy
by IJsa Komara

,.

~

Parmesan spinach, diced toma-

·- --

I I

~
toes. Cajun tasso ham, salsa.
1
kspttecianexpaOOingwrust- :
I!
peppers, cilantro and black
fi fine .
beans, all topped with jack and
search
line, I contlnuemy
or
.
Cheddar cheeses, slivered, mesculmaiy delights at area restaul
rants. My Jatest expedttlon took '.
quite grilled clllcken and scalme to the Regas Grill, located on !
~ lioIB. Itwasde1ectable. (Nexttime
Semoran BOulevard, just south :
· I'll order one just formysel()
of Universiiy Boulevard.
!
For our main course selecAs I entered the Regas Grill, I 1
tlons, I chose the Mesquite
inmediately felt at home. The
· Shrimp ($8.95), while my com]jghtlng. which was ccmfortably : _ _ ___ _
__
panion opted for the Mesquttedim. enhanced the tastefully decorated interior of _ Grilled Fresli FJsh ofthe day, a flaky :filet cf sahnon
the restaurant.
($8.25).
It was the upholstered chairs, however, that
The shrimp were presented on a bed cf lice pilaf
stole my heart. I don't believe the "form over func- and were acccmpanied by my choice of one side
tlon'!_ theoiy should ever be applied to restaurant dish. I docidedfd try the Parmesan Spinach. (Spinseatlng.
ach is a great source of iron) The flavors cf the
Unfortunately, badacousticsdetractedfrom~e shrimp, rice and Pannesan spinach complementrestaurant's overall comfort factor.
ed one another perfectly, making for a delicious
As I looked at the menu, ft was evident to me dinner.
that the Regas Grill sought to cater to a variety of
My companion was dieting and ate ratherplaintastes ranging from Tex:-Mex: to Oriental These ly. Inspiteofthis, thechefswerecreattveenoughto
~ diversities were encompassed in an ex:- dress up his plate so it would appear exi:ravag?Jll
tensive array of menu categortes. They included
see REGAS page 9
snack items, appetl7.ers, soups and quiche, pasta,
seafood, steaks, chicken. burgers and sandwichJus' the Facts
es.
What more could one ask fot?Why, dessert. cl
course! (Something I never p~ up.) The Regas
Rating:
(out of 4)
Giill had three, so I knew I was in luck.
Price: Moderate
Having items such as the Southwest Piml
Atm0$phere: Casual, but loud
($4.95), Ortental Chicken ($6. 75) and Health Club
Service: Average
sandwich ($6.25) on 'the menu made choosing
Address: 227 S. Semoran Blvd., Winter Park
what to order a difficult decision
Phone: 671-9905
My companion and I took the waiter's suggesHours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.; 11
tion of Pizza Florentine ($3.95) as our first course.
a.m. to midnight Fri.-Sat.
This unique rendition ri piml was like no other I
**Children's menu available
have tasted.
**Full liquor bar
It was a CI1spy flourtortma. topped with c:reaipy

•

1

•

f ff

When you Have To

Pack lt,C:Q 1941ALOMA
1t. ii' Box It, MON-FRI
9-6
.
Tap~ It, ~
SAT
~ Send It, 9-2
Move It,~
leave It

MANUFACTURED HOME COMMUNITY

NEW 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH DOUBLEWD>E,

677-SHIP I
FAX
I
I
677-4557

~OMPLETELY

SET-UP WITH AIR, READY TO LIVE IN.
I H - - - - - ONLY $330.00 per Month - - - - -

MODELS ON DISPLAY SR 50 TO PEL STREET
OFFE.COLONIAL,OULANDO
658-9559

To The

-~It

AT McNAMARA "WE SELL EXCITEMENT;!

ller@Jiiia1.bm#!ac:

1

FREE ESTIMATES• PICK UP SERVICE

·U~O 1000 LB
SHIPMENTS INCLUDING
FURNITURE
•MAILING/SHIPPING OF
PRE· PACKAGED
SHIPMENTS
•DO-IT·YOURSELF
MATERIALS AND
SUPPLIES IN SINGLE
QUANTITIES
•ALL SHIPMENTS
INSURED

•·

ANY PACKAGE
: SHIPPED ANYWHERE

I
I LIMIT 4 PER CUSTOMER
WITH COUPON
I

.............

. WE ALSO SHIP
: FURNITURE • ANTIQUES
I COMPUTERS • ARTWORK .

I
I 'SPECIAL $5.00 OFF
I
ON SHIPMENT OF $50 OR I MORE WITH TIIlS COUPON
I

•

CALL NOW 849·0610

Due to advertising deadlines availability sub1ect to pr~ sale.

SPEND AYEAR IN JAPAN!

LOW
PRICES!
LOW
I
PAYMENTS!
NEW 1991 GRAND AM LE

•

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

•
H you have an excellent know_ledge of E_nglish, hold a
bachelor's degree (or will reoeive one by August ,

FTll,LY

1992), and are a U.S. citizen, the J.E.T. Program

EQ.ED

needs you! Opportunities are available

FULLY LOADED FROM
$9,999*/0NLY 198.32**
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

in Japanese schools and
government offices.

CALL NOW 849-0610

•

*INCLUDES REBATE & ARST TIME BUYER ALLOWANCE OF $600 u49 MONTH
CLOSE·END LEASE W.A.C. FIRST MONTH PAYMENT OF $198.32 AND $226
SECURITY DEPOSIT DUE AT INCEPTION. TOTAL PAYMENTS $9513.12 TAX, TAG
AND TITLE EXTRA. 60,000 ALLOWANCE MILES .10 PER EACH ADDITIONAL
MILE. PURCHASE OPTION 039.89

•
(
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.__~R_E_G_A_s
_
from page 8 ________________~I. · L
_ ~_M_A_c_eE_TH~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_.
from page 6
The salmon filet was
grilled to perfection and
was imbued with the delicate flavor of mesquite
wood. The Caesar salad.
which my companion chose
as his side dish. was fresh
and crisp. The traditional
Caesar dressing seemed to
be enhanced with just a
whisper of curry.
Both of us thoroughly enjoyed our dinners. They
were. expertly prepared and
delightfully flavorful.
For dessert. I chose the
Chocolate
Bar
Cake
($3. 50). a rich chocolate
cake made from Hershey's
chocolate bars and syrup.
topped with hot fud e and

vanilla ice cream.
~y dieting companion
fell off the wagon and indulged himself in the Applepuff ($3.25). a puff pastry filled with cinnamon apples and topped with vanilla ice cream and cinnamon
rum walnuts. Both desserts
were equally decadent.
Speaking of falling off the
wagon. the Rega·s Grill has
wine by the bottle or by the
glass and pours premium
call brand liquors as
"house .. brands.
Whatever your food fetish
may be. rm _sure you will
be able to find something
to titillate your taste buds
at the Regqs Grill.

ning with the witch's scene.
There are supposed to be
three sister witches. There
were two women witches
and a little boy. Strange!
The witches were quite convincing in their own black
magic way.
Lady MacBet~'s sleep
walking scene is something
you don't want to miss.
Overall, it seemed hard-

er to enjoy Shakespeare
outside in a metropolitan
See setting.
ing it in a completely dark
theater house would create
a much spookier atmosphere. It's hard to focus
in on the action of an open
air stage with wind, rain,
sirens and cars echoing in
all directions.
An outdoor theater in the

country would be a better
place for such an event.
Perhaps it would be good
to experience Shakespeare
in this unusual climate. If
you 're looking for something a little different from
an average night's entertainment, stop by the amphitheater at Lake Eola
Park. Tickets this year run
$4 a show.
·

This space for rent.
Call the Future ad office at
823-2601 for more information.

•MONTH TO MONTH
• UMT SIZES FROM 5 X 5 - TO 10 X 30 -ON SITE RESIDENT MANAGERS

r--FREEMONTH--,

273-1668 i
7200 OLD CHENEY
HWY.
(OFF GOLDENROD)
ORIANDO, FL -

32807

I
I
I
I BRING IN THIS AD I
1FOR A FREE MONTH.I
STUDENT SPECIAL!!!

I BUY 2 GET l FREE. I
-N~W..J~~N.r_S_.2~~ .J

THE PLACE TO BE T ONIGHT I S •••

THE WILD PIZZA

&J>• c-J»q... - 9pn

.ilO 0~
DANcb.
v'bRYWDY

T~ is .is

6:30 and 9:00 in the

w ild Pizza April 23

~~hp
Rob Rainer's classic rockumentary
spotlighting the fictional band
Spinal Tap

Symphony Under
the Stars
Reflecting Pond
April 22
7:30pm

Co-sponsored by the
UCF Environmental
Society

~~b

NO\V ! ~

Thursday
April 18
PSYCHO
Sunday
April 21

Hellraiser
· Monday
Ap r il 2 2

HellboundHellraiser II

Retraction: There is not. a
Dead Day this semester.
Exams begin on April 29

• • ,

0. pnllOil_

.

·

-
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Justice in America
appears no~ to be
supported by public ·
_The American justice system is a questionable pillar of
our society. People have slowly lost faith in the justice of
the justice syst.em. As money becomes easier to borrow
and the mon~y gained in 'going to the courts' flows heavier, so does the American faith become eroded to the point
of no return.
Consider this: You are called up for juiy duty. You
arrive at the appointed time. You begin the proceedings,
only to find out that a per8on you know, and somewhat
like, is the person accused. Ask yourself, w-OUld I stay on
the jury?
At first glance, ~Y people say either, ''Hey, I didh't
want to spend the time. on jury duty anyway'' or '"Of
course I would stay on thejwy, he or she is my friend!"
After giving this quick response, think about what the
jury syst.em is set up to do. The jury system is set to
create an environment of noQ-biased judgment by one's
peers. Unfortunately, not veiy many people believe that
either the syst.em is equal or non-biased.
Everyone seems to agree that there are inherent biases in people. Veiy few people are going to claim biases
force them not be on a jury. Veiy few people say, ''I really
have a bias against blond rapists, I always know they are
guilty." They might think in the back of their heads that
their first dat.e with Kelvin Swert, the tall, blond rugby
player, was pretty uncomfortable.
Soifyourfriend,orevenjustanOKpersonyouknow,
is being accused of something, why should you not help
him or her?
People with lots of money get to buy juries, right?·A
woman might get great.er sympathy, but hey, the person
. you know is a guy. What if your friend is black, Chinese,
Hispanic or any ethnic group that is "known" to have a
curve in justice when they're on the stand? It doesn't
matt.er, the point is that you are obstructing justice as it
was int.ended.
What has happened to public opinion of the justice
system? It has gone downhill. People, when asked if
justice is given, either have total apathy or feel that some
injustice is done somewhere. ·
How can Americans begin to feel confidence for a
system that appears to be letting criminals through the
cracks?
Maybe the media shouldn't focus on the negative.
Maybe they should focus on those criminals who are
caught and those people who do get their belongings
back. But then, that wouldn't be news. Ameri(!ans do like
to hear the negative and dramatic. "Feelgood" stories
definit.ely are not negative enough.
_
How about we put more money into the syst.em. But
wait a minut.e ... Don't those judges make enough? Probably, but putting money into more jails might be useful,
at least for the overcrowding, which leads to early release. Pointing a finger at one problem doesn't fiX anytlring, either. Education coUld use more funds, as well as
abuse programs, etc...
,
So where does this-leave us, besides confused? It means
that most people need to think about jury duty. Knowing ·
the person is just one of the issues. Listening to .the facts
during a case is important, as well as performing your
civic duty. Try to fair, that's all anyo11e can try to do.

oo
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• BMOC NOT PROMOTED
Editor:
In response to the March 26 staff
editorial, "Students seem apathetic
toward campus activities," I have
two things to say:
1) I will graduate summa cum
laude this spring in electrical
engineering. I am an avid body
builder and athlete. I have played
the electric guitar for over nine
years.
2) I read your publication
regularly, and I have never heard
of the BMOC contest!
Anytime only eight people show
up for anything, the blame should
belong to whoever was responsible
for advertising the event. That is a
LOUSY job of promotion. For $700
I would have been there!
Unlikeyoureditorial,Idon~tfind

it a strange coincidence that
whenever the Greeks sponsor a
supposedly school-wide event that
only Greeks show up. When I was
selected for the Men of UCF
Calendar, over 50 men triecf out.
That's because the promotion was
done independently.

David P. Jaros
electrical engineering
• CFF vs. SG? WHO CARES?
Editor:
c
Okay ... Enough is Enough!!! I
have read some pretty ridiculous
articles in The Central Florida
Future, but the April 11 sports
column called "Open Se.ason,"
finally prompted me to take the
time to write.
My problen:i is not necessarily
with the contents of the article
itself.. .I mean what's new about
the CFF slamming SG?
My problem is that in addition
to the simply written, very sarcastic
editorial commentary, theCFFalso
had to write almost a half-page
column about a softball game
between the evil, corrupt Student
Government and the distinguished,
hard-working staff.of the CFF. At
risk of offending anyone ... Who
cares?
It is no secret that the CFF is not
a proponent for the SG or the
Greeks here at UCF. They subtly
conveytothereaderstheideathey
are for the "Independents" and are
on the look out for our best
interests .. .! suppose to protect us
from the misdirected Greeks who
run our campus and have no regard

G£~t1ANY
MANOFAcTURIN& 1Ht:
PE!<f"El--T CoNPOM:

o.s.
How To

Pu\ oNA

CPf'lDoM;

for the "Independents" welfare.
Well, I am one of those
"Independents" and I am here to
tell you that the CFF is not proindependent, · but that they are
anti-Greek. The problem is that
because of the propaganda spread
by the CFF, "Independents"
believethatitisalostcausetorun .
for SG, Orientation Team, Peer
Advisement or any of the other
organizations that have the
reputation of being dominated by
Greeks. ·
Unfortunately , the · CFF has
played a big part in fostering this
misconception .. For example, why
did the CFF pri~t such a negative, ·
unworthycolunin when there were ,
independent groups out there
doingsuchwonderful,newsworthy
things? Why don't we write more
about the Social Work Student
Advisory Association and their
contribution to the homeless?
I guess it is easier to write
negative, fluff articles against the
very active and visible SG, then to
go out an do some REAL reporting
for a change. I think it is very sad
that so many students spend their
time,-talent and energies in. such
an unproductive way, when they
could be doing something that
could really h~lp the people they
claim to represent.

Sherry Hemphill
marketing
• POLITICS CAUSE HUNGER
Editor:
_
This letter is in response to Dr.
Stan Moore's April 1 speech on
"Animal Rights."
Dr. Moore claims that the
amount of ·grain used. to feed
animals annually is sufficient to
feed the world's population five
times. Ostensibly, he is claiming
that raising livestock causes people
_
to go hungry.
This is simply not true. The
U.S. produces more than enough
food to feed the world's hungry
people. The problem is the political
barriers that prevent food from
reaching the people who need it.
In addition, Dr. Moore asserts
that 2,500 gallons of water are
needed for every pound of beef
procured annually. Iftrue, it would
follow that a 1,500 pound cow·
would require 3, 750,000 gallons of
water per year. That's 10,274
gallons _per day, 428 gallons per

~
qQ

hour or a little over 7 gallons per
minute . .It seems that Dr. Moore
has a credibility problem.
Dr. Moore -pronounces that we
should abandon the JudeoChristian ethic because it ''has
sanctioned every imaginable
horror against animals." This
remark unveils Dr. Moore's
ultimate objective, that is the
elevation of animals to a status
above humans - in other words,
the devaluation of human life.
Perhap~s Dr. Moore would have us
worship animals.
Lastly, Dr. Moore fails to point
out that as a food source, animals
provide an 'excellent source of
complete proteins. Proteins are
essential for healthy humans as
they help build muscle tissue and
replace worn out cells.
Pass the veal!

•

t

Eron B. Ingle
business management
• HUMAN vs. ANIMAL RIGHTS
Editor:
Your April 4 article on animal
rights extremist Stan Moore,
·reminded of a comment that I heard
someone make toncerning the use
of animals for lab testing. This
person said that .she was opposed
to it. She said, "We would not
tolerate it ifhumans were used, so
we should n<;>t use animals." Now
Dr. Moore says he has respect for
all life.
What they are saying is that
they place the same value on
animal life that they do on human
life. That is absurdity. When a cat
eats a mouse,,are the mouse's rights
violated? And if so, what does the
mouse do about it? Are the animal
rights extremists going to protest
the cat? The an.s wer, of course, is
the mouse can't do anything
because it can't speak or think. As
with all animals, it is not even
conscious of it's own existence.
Humans, however, are
endowed with these ·qualities.
That is what gives us the right
to use animals. Animals do not
have rights. There is nothing
they can do about it.
I'm only stopping here to take
niy steak off the grill. I like it
rare.

Vince LaMarca
political science

•
•

•

•

•
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•
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Give 'em a centimeter and they'll take a mife
When I was a pimply little eighth-grader, I faced HELL HAPPENED TO THE METRIC SYSTEM?
one of the most horrifying challenges of my life. I had
I thought this metric l!lumbo-ju.mbo was supposed
this teacher named Mr. Bennett, who taught Science to replace our existing measurement system? What
and Brutalization 101. As usually was the case back happened to it? I mean I still see small reminders of
then, I was teetering on a 69.8-percent test average our metric past. My truck still has a kilometer reading
and needed a miracle.
right next to the chronometer. They still sell soda pop
"Today, we will begin to learn the metric system," by the liter, and there are some metric rulers lurking
In Europe and Canada, the metric system is alive
Bennett said with a wild sneer. "For the rest of your in our science labs, but the rest of the system has
lives the metric system will follow you. No .matter gone the way of the abacus.
and well. They've been using it there for decades
what profession you choose, the metric system will be
I'd like to point out a great advantage the metric now and without any problems. But we here in the
involved in it," he added. Needless to say, most of my system has that some of you may not know about. ol' USA have resisted this metric invasion, clinging
classmates began to whimper like a pack of beaten - Although it's not all that scientific, metric mea- instead to our traditional system of measurement.
dogs.
surement does wonders when applied to men dis- I guess our government gave up on trying to covert
But not I, I would become the amazing child prodi- cussing (most would call it exaggerating) the "di- us into metric maniacs like the rest of the world.
gy of the metric system. By night my evil father mensions" of a certain external body part. Instead America may he setting a new trend in cool by
grilled my limited-capacity brain cells with metric of being just an "average guy," a man of metric swimming against the tide in the metric movement.
I'm starting to wonder why I was ever taught this
theory and conversions. Soon, centimeters were roll- could say, "I've got ·15 centimeters of pleasure for
ing off my tongue. I ate gallons and burped liters. My you, hot mama."
system when it was never really going to be implerelatives. marveled at my metric mastery, and my
Or for the "less-than-average" dude, the metric mented.
fellow classmates began to thrash me daily for max- system can give smaller measurements a little more
I'll tell you this, if I ever run into Mr. Bennett
ing out Mr. Bennett's testing curve.
dignity. "Hey, I'd rather be a 5-centimeter man than again, I going to stick my foot (3 decimeters) up his
My question for all of you today is, WHAT THE a 2-incher any day!"
"mass."

•

·•
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Dave for president: What have we got to lose?
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. Just when you think that this great nation
we call "America" is losing its competitive edge,
something happens to remind you that, when
all is said and done, we are going right down
the toilet.
· I refer to the enthusiastic public response
to my announcements that I'm running for
president. Here at Campaign Headquarters
our wastebaskets are overflowing with letters
from Aulericans voicing their support ("Caneel my subscription!", ''Who cuts your hair?
Piranhas'?" etc.). Some people sent actual contributions in the form of coupons for valuable
pizza discounts. A few people even sent cash
money, although most of it was from Third
World nations with tuber-based economies.
Nevertheless each of these contributors will
receive, as a token of my gratitude, one of the
following valuable items.
- A large defense contract.
- A Cabinet post.
-A bumper sticker.
.
That's right; I already have bumper stickers.
They say:
'
"DAVE BARRY FOR PRESIDENT
A Catchy Slogan Should Appear Here"
And I stand behind those words. As you can see,
this is a serious, well~thought-out campaign, with
only a couple of minor details to be ironed out, such
as which specific political party I'm going to be nominated by. I was leaning toward the Democrats, because
when they have gala fund-raising events they always
attract top celebrities like Robert Redford an_d Cher,
whereas the Republicaris generally wind up with
people like Walter Brennan. (I realize that Walter
Brennan ·is, technically, deceased. If you think that
makes a difference, you have never attended a Republican gala.) On the other hand, when it comes to
actually getting a candidate elected president, the
Democrats, as a party, traditionally display the shrewd
tactical instincts of margarine. Right now, for example,
their only semideclared candidate is - get ready George McGovern. This is a man who, in 1972, became

is to find out (1) who is making this stuff, and (2)
what happens to their breweries when you drop
bombs on them.
Speaking of kicking enemy butt: Militarily, I
intend to be just as much of a Stud Hombre style of
president as Mr. George "Hoss" Bush. When the
chips were down, Mr. Bush was not afraid to go to
war with Iraq, and although I had some doubts
about this at the beginning, I learned an important lesson. When I'm pr~sident, and some loud
braggart foreign nation such as Cuba or Yemen
tries to put us down, I'll go on national TV announce, in a firm, clear voice, that we're going to
war with Iraq again. "When you find a government program that works, you stick with it,"
that is
of my mottos.
'
~a general military pdlicy, however, I probably would not use nuclear weapons. (Inspirational Slogan: "Dave Barry: He Prob$1y Wouldn't
Use Nuclear Weapons.") There really wouldn't
be much opportunity, inasmuch as our major
nuclear target, the Soviet ·union, will soon be,
due tO secession movements, about the size of
Epcot Center. So as president I'd take all-atomic
missiles and, in a dramatic' gesture that would
bring joy to peace-loving peoples everywhere, turn
them over to the states. This would produce
practical economic benefits. Let's say General
Motors decides to close a big auto plant in Missouri.
Right now, all the Missouri governor can do is make a
whiny speech; but just think of the leverage he'd have
~th GM executives if, at the push of a button, he
could convert Detroit into high-altitude particles. Also
it could be good tourism booster. (Visit South Dakota!
Or Lose Your-Entire State!")
Also I assume it goes without saying that I favor
the mandatory,. sterilization of anybody who has
knowingly been elected to Congress more than twice._
Also I intend to appoint Walter Brennan to the
Supreme Court. He has earned a shot.
Of course, as president I'll need to make many other
appointments to high-level, well-paying federal jobs. Even
as you read these words, rm conducting a nationwide
seareh for high-<:aliber individuals and writing their names
down on cocktail napkins. You may rest assured that, as
the nation's leader, I will choose only the best-qualified
people available, regardless of outside considerations.
Make me an offer.

one

t091 Tr1bu~ M9'<111 S.r"1(1tS. Inc
All Atghlt Re•e"'ed

the first major-party presidential candidate in U.S.
history to ·be chased away from the voting booth by
his own dog.
So I've decided I'm going to permit either party to
nominate me. But I'm definitely keeping Dan Quayle.
He's a fun dude, arid has proven he can handle the
primary duty of the vice presidency, which is to stand
behind the president and frown with the concerned,
thoughtful expression of a man who suspects he has
live mQth trapped in his inner ear. The official BarryQuayle campaign theme will be: "Just What We Need:
Two White Guys In Their Forties."
My other major appointee will be Gen. JI. Norman
Schwarzkopf. I realize that, by putting this man in
my administration, I run the risk of becoming wildly
popular, but that's a risk I am willing to take. He'll be
in charge of battling a domestic scourge that is every
bit as much of a threat to this nation as any foreign
power. That's right: I'm going to place him in charge
of the War On Light Beer. As Light Beer Czar, Gen.
Schwarzkopf will have a two-pronged mission, which

<'

Apartment to sublet for summer 2br/2ba Sun
Key Apartments. Avail May 1. 679-3780

Delta Sigma Pl
Nominations are tomorrow night-New Brothers get involved!
Knock knock-who's
there-Seymour-Seymour who? Let's Seymour. participation this semester: Call me
creative.
I

Two MIF NS to share 3br/2b house 2 min from
UCF. Wash/Dryer cable $250+ 113 util Call
Russ 249-1198
For summer female no deposit own room
share bath $190+1/3 utilities washer/dryer
pool/hot tub Sussex Place Alafaya/50 2814279

Kappa Sigma

Guess what, ifs JOURNEYWEEKI Hey
Sigma pledge class, that was an awesome
party you threw! I hope you dudes are prepared for this week! If you want it bad enough
you'll have no problem waiting for INITATION
Saturday. Always remember to be diligent
and temper your actions with ~isdom.
A.E.K.D.B.

Roommate needed
Female N!S to share house with young prof
female. Includes W/D, microwave, etc. $285
365-1457
Need a female roommate to move in anytime
after May 1st. own room, share bath. Right
across st. from UCF $155 rent & 113 utilities.
Call 273-8744.

FIJI
Greek Week was awesome 1st in spirit 5th
overall only 1st semester nice keg toss Maybe
next time the mils will work. Congrats ZTA +
l:4>E. Pledges good luck on the test, know
your stuff. M' thanks for dinner KA how was
' yours?

M/F roommate needed to share 2 bdrm apt.
$220/mo + 1/2 utilities. Move in beg. of May.
Call Maria 381-5543
Roommate wanted share room and bath nice
apt 2 min form .UCF $115 + 113 utilities 2827444 Sue 24 hrs

Zeta Ta'u Alpha
Zeta knows Greek Week very well! 6 years in
a row-way to gol I Hope everyone has found a
mystery datall Senior roast is tomorrow night,
check with Marty for details. Floor hockey
game is tomorrow night vs. M/J. at 9:50Thanks SigEp for an awesome Greek Week
victory party! Special thanks goes to Bob for
. leading us to victory #6 Zeta all the damn timel

Roommate wanted own room and bath
across street from UCF nice apt new bldg
$230 month+ 1/2 utilities 282-7444 Sue 24
hrs
2MIF to share apt. 6 miles from UCF Large
master $215/mo other room $189/mo 113 util.
overlooks lake, No geeks Call 657-9837
Leave message

DaHaGamma

Roommate needed $147.50/mo + 114 utilities
N/S Heather Alen 678-9297

Looking forward to Friday's party w/ Afo &
4>A8! For the record, DG's don't do sidewalks,
we play fair-enough said.

Clean honest responsible non-smoker liberal
male to share beautiful old home Sanford
$250 + 1/2 util 321-2506 eve.

Pl Kappa Alpha
IlKA hopes everyone had a great time at

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. Bldg.
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free
JOIN THE UCF BRIDGE CLUB
Beginners to experts invited
Tues. April 23, 12 noon room 211 SC
Call Dr. Stem Ext. 2076 for more info

Female roommate, private room $160, 1 mile
from UCF, 277-7328

1

Loaded house 2 min from UCF on Univ Blvd.
Christian roommate needed. 3bd/ 2 1/2 ba,
pool, cable, billiards, fireplace, wash/dryer,
garage. $250+1/3 utilities. Call Howard at
679-7645.

Home Typist, PC users needed.

2 bdrm/2 bath Townhouse
2718 Hunt Club Lane for rent/sale
Avail. May 15 $525/month
Contact Ron Proden 246-1075
Mr. $ Mrs. Proden (813) 696-3280

$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B-4628

Duplex for rent 2 bdrm/2 bath. 112 mile from
UCF. Has washer/dryer. Rent $479/ Tel :2737 4351330-6219

Graphic Artist wanted part-time. Good illustration skills and past&-up production experience desired. Phone 629-6010 ext. 220.

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 2·
6AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

Needed: Telemarketers in downtown Oviedo
office. Full or part-time. Open 10:30 am to
10:00 pm Mon-Fri, noon to 6:00 pm Sat.
$12.00plusperhour. AskforMark. 365-9755

TRIFIN SURFBOARD OCEAN AVENUE 6
feet, leash inc. $200 Tarik 679-6918
Macintosh 512K plus external drive
lmagewriter II printer
Macwrite, Macpaint, Dollars & Sense software
+ 20 games-includes stand $1 ,000 Call 2995794 after 6:00 pm

Orlando Div of Nat Marketing Firm seeks 2 key
people for training & mgmtposition. Mr. Mitchell 382-9344

UCF Environmental Society
Earth Day! United Nations Speaker at UCF :
Thursday Apr 18, 7:30 pm auditorium. FREI:
CONCERT Fri. Apr. 19, 8pm-1am SCA
EXPO on green Mon -Apr. 22, 10am-3pm
Save up$ buy T-shirts, era~ etc.

SANYO am/frn stereo with turntable and dual
cassette. $250 or best offer. Call 629-4747

--

'

Typing/Word processing Fast, accurate +
convenient Call from 8am-9pm Leave message 281-1654 $1 page

REWARD! REWARD! Lost burgandy sunglass unique design. Call 293-3501

Need ride from Cocoa /BCC area to UCF/Or1.
summer term A MWF Classes from from 9-4
$1 Oa week. Please call Bob 632-4343 leave
message

Brown wood frame couch &chair $60 dbl bed
$50 good cond 679-5505
RESUMES-Typeset only $14/pg. FREE
grammar/spell check. Fast service 2 mi from
UCF Fax or phone Characters Typesetting at
657-8830
Like

Roommate wanted bad! Sussex Place pets
OK, smoke OK, 5 min from campus no lease,
no deposits, jacuzzi, pool $275/mo move in
May 1 Scott, 380-1181

1 bedroom Apt Walk to UCF Cat ok $315
monthly. Call 281 -6545

Experienced, Efficient, Affordable Word Processors. Speradsheets + Graphics too. Call
Marlene 898-4682 or Patti 365-7205

Condo Large 1 bdrm Casselberry. Like new.
Access to lake. Extras. Why pay rentl
$32,000. 671-8434

Single bed-including frame-for sale.
brand new $50. Call Traci 381-5376

Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657

Word Proc/Typing by professional .. Reports,
resumes, transcription editing accuracy paramount Call 295-8457

Waterbed queen woodframe $50 282-7444

Male NS for new 212 apt near UCF own br/ba
June move in 578-4426

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967

THE WRITE STUFF Professional Typing
Papers, Graphs, charts, resumes, very rea- ..
sonable rates, 297-3545

LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taughfby testing specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

Airplane ticket to Dallas/Ft Worth one way,
valid any date, only $175 pone 381-0610.
Leave message

Wanted any British sports car Healy Triumph
MG or any Classie/Muscle car in any condition
"CASH" buyer Call Marc 323-6164 or 3228961

Toyota Tercel '86, Sspeed, hatch, am/fm cassette, new battery, runs like new, must sell,
$3000, 365-4856
ConquestTsi '87, red, 46k miles, A.B.S. Sunroof Sspstereo/cassette equalizer $6995 3825093
'86 Chrysler Laser Limited Ed. 2.5L 5sp. Antilocks low mi brand new cond inside+ out White
$4100 677-6471

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Yes, we have the "Gator Wrap" and the detail <
and workmanship are the best _you'll find,
Jostens! There is a difference: look for it! It's
Academic in the University Shoppes.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
A college graduate? Wearyourcredentialsa college ring from Jostens I There is a difference: look foritl Ifs Academic in the University
Shoppes.
YOU'VE EARNED THAT TRIP ABROAD
THIS SUMMER! Don't leave without an International Hostel Membership! American Youth
Hostels now sells Eurail, Student IDs, travel
books, more. Ask about our Budget Travel
Workshops. 649-8761

1982 Toyota Carolla SAS A/C Exel. $995 6791103
Mid-week worship, all welcom9,
Episcopal Campus Ministry, Wed. noon,
Room 211, Student Ctr. Praying for peace,
Justice, -Dr. Ashmun Brown

Call

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the only class ring company with the
financial strength of being a Fortune 500 corporation. Jostens I There is a difference: look
for it! It's Academic in the University Shoppes .

ATTENTION SORORITY SISTERS!
Dresses & gowns for sale
Sizes 4-5
Just in time for formals
Call anytime 339-4285

BCM--Christian Fellowship with an impactwhat more could you ask for? Come see what
we offer at Knight Light, every Thurs @7pm in
the SOL.

Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder

Part-time work, 10-15 hours per week, very
rewarding, business opp, call:1-900-6544040 Ext 82 $2/MIN adults

NS/M mature room~ate needed to share 2bd/
1.Sba apt(2F) behind Koger Exec. Cntr.
across from Fashion Sq. Mal $250+1/2 util.
Pref. 12mo from 511 Call 823-8721

Staff and graduate students lovely room private bath some kitchen privileges cable tv
swimming pool tennis $250 monthly plus part
utilities 657-7711

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045

Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Cambridge Circle 2 br 2 112 bath W/O microwave 2 floors walking distance to UCF Avbl
April 1st $465/mo Call 380-3214 leave message

MIF to share 2br/1 1/2ba house 10 miles from
UCF $200/mo + 1/2 util. & phone. No deposit,
quiet. Call John 365-3420

Alpha Kappa Psi
· Pledges - Good job Fri. night. Have fun at
beach clean-up. Congrats to our new officers.
Four days until Yellow RQse. Can'twaitto see
everyone decked out. '

Fireman's Ball. Congratulations to Randy
Rossmeyer. Congratulations to all new brothers of IlKA. ITKA would like to apologize to
AXA and I:X for the misprint in Thursday's
paper. Great job in Greek Week to all fraternities +sororities. Softball Wed. Get ready for
finals. C-ya.

Various 2 bedroom apartments for rent. Walking distance. $400-$450 move in specials.
Call 872-0373 ·

GOVERNMENT SEIZEDVehides from $100.
Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805 962-8000 Ext. S·
4628

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n-96oo
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word'
• Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fasl*Professional*Accurate

<
Dr. Mary Danz will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring in
industrial engineering but were afraid to ask!
Call him for info at 823-2204

"

AMERICA
NEEDS
.INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER to improve quality of products &
services, expand manufacturing capabilities
and increase proguctivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
offers BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE. Call/Visit
Dr. Mary Danz at 823-2204 for more info.
FREE ads for female college students for a
connection hotline to meet opposite sex. Must
send in name, phone#, age, signature. Diversified Marketing P.0 . Box 182213 Casselberry, Fl 32718
Barbie, let's switch from just movies every
week. The place to be 1s the House Party
tonight from 9pm to midnight in the Wild
Pizza. Great music all night long, babel Brett

Wehelp-e d
Walt make a
name for

••
•

•

himself.
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader. With a
lot of determination, a'n d a little boost from us. \Al zl: is
making his mark.as a succescfu~ financial consuitant.
Give the power to ove1corr.e. Give to Easter Seals.

•
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UCF Computer"Store
Creative
Computer ·
Corporation

Creative 2s6-20 Mhz ·
1 ,MB Memory
43 MB Seagate Hard Drive
t44 MB (3.5") Floppy Disk Drive
101 Key Fujitsu Keyboard
_
1 Parallet 2 Serial, 1 Game Port
14" Monochrome Monitor
Monochrome Graphics Adapter
Chic Mouse (Microsoft Compatible)
Dos 4.01

•

•
•

*Based on a purchase price of $965.00, financing 820.25 at 13.9% for 19 Months with $144. 75 down plus Tax.and Shipping.

...
•

Creative286-16 Mhz NoteBook
Weighs Less than 8 pounds!
Standard Features:
1 MB RAM (Expandable to 2 or 5 Meg)
20 MB Hard Drive
1.44 MB (3.5") Internal Floppy
Paper White Backlit LCD
640x480 Pixel, VGA
1 Parallel, 2 Serial Ports
External Monitor Port
3 to 5 Hour Battery Life
Microsoft DOS 4.01
Carrying Case lilcluded

•

$1,695.00

..
*B~sed

on a purchase price of $1695.00, financing 1,.440. 75 at 13".9% for 36 Months with $254.25 down plus Tax and Shipping.

Creative 386sx-16 Mhz NoteBook
Weighs Less than 8 eounds and 2 Megs Ram
•

Creative Computers
or call Phil Rimer at 823-5643

$ 2,226.00

13
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Greek Gloves Ill

1991 Football Schedule
Opponent
.Il.mL

J2!1L

AT ORLANDO SPORTS CLUB
FRIDAY RESULTS
lndlvldual:

132-139- Vic Rivera, IX, stopped Ron
Hood,AID,2.DavePatton.~E,stoppedRob

Engle, I'4>E, 2. 140-147-Alex Tavares, IX,
stopped Chris Sadowski, I'4>E, 3. Joe Egan,
ITKA,stopped MattCroce.~E.2.148-156John Webster, ~E. outpointed Brady Shutes,
I'4>E, 3. George Melliza, ATn, stopped Mike
Collins,I:X,2, forfeit.157-165-JereLober,
AXA, stopped Leo Richolson, Acacia, 2. Travis
Gunder, IX, stopped Mike Nelson, l:AE,
disqualification, 2. 166-178 -Jimmy Mathis,
I'4>E, outpointed Chris Kingston, IX, 3. Mike
Smarito, ~E. outpointed Peter Lange, AXA,
3.179-200-ZekeZucaro,IX,outpointed Bill
Cook, ATn, 3. Dave Howard, I'4>E, outpointed
Mike Prieto, ~E. 3. 200+-Scott Conto, IX,
stopped Roger Rice, AXA, 2.

. Team:
1. Sigma Chi, 5 wins. 2. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, 3. 3. Sigma Phi Epsilon, 2. 4. Alpha
Tau Omega, Lambda Chi Alpha and Pl Kappa
Alpha (tied), 1 each. 7. Acacia, 0.

F.lorida Golden Gloves

Aug. 31
Sept. 7

Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5

Troy State
James Madison
Valdosta State
East Carolina
Bethune.Cookman

Arkansas State

Oct.12

Samford

Qct. 26
Nov. 2

Georgia Southern

Nov. 9
Nov.16

Liberty
Millersville

Savannah State•

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
1:40 p.m.
7 p.m.

Friday's results

•
UCF 9, Rolllns 5
000 410 031-9122
104 000 000-'5121

Rolllns
UCF

Quallfylng Match

AT ORLANDO SPORTS CLUB
FRIDAY RESULTS

Stlll (7-1), Huie (9) and Hummel. Zelko,
Jacobs (6), Stringer (8) and Cecere. Hitters:

132-139-David Santos, St. Petersburg,
outpointed David Armstrong, Ft. Myers, 3.

UCF-Lynch 2-4, 2 RBI. Rolllns-Barnick
3-5.

TERM PAPERS TYPED
$1.ZS/page*
·(double-spaced U corrected)

24-HOUll SERVICE
(or better!)
_ _ _ _ _ _ T~E WRiTE IMAGE _ _ _ _ _~

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
'

I

•

Paid Cabinet positions are now available!!!
Pick up appointed position applications at
Student Government for the following positions:
•
•
•
•

Chief of Staff
Director of Vice-Pres. Affairs
Comptroller
Judicial Ad visor
Attorney General

•
•
•
•

Director of Student Lobbying
·P ublic Relations Director
Director of Multi-Cultural Affairs
Area Campus Coordinators:
. Daytona, Brevard, S. Orlando

____________
~~
U'e 1ted ftJU/I I

1.r'

,

Must be available to -work during the Summer
Applications due Tuesday, April 23rd @ 5:00 pm
For more information call Student Government at 823-2191 or stop by the offices in SC 155.
J

•

-

.

BOXING
FROM PAGE 16

•
our Haircuts
look great
in black,
·blonde,
brunett e,
red and
Orlando.

•

•
•

•

•

---------T---------$6.95 ADULT CUT*
(Regularly $7.95)

No appointment needed .

..

ood only with.coupon. Not valio with any o_
lher offer.

I

20% OFF ALL

I

H_aircare Products*

I The &des , H€~
I PRJJL Mff_Q-if;LL & REDKEN
I
I "Good only with coupon. Not valid with any other offer.
I
.l _G~d 2_h~~ April _:_o,~ 991 ~ .

CUTTEIS® COST CUTTEIS®
__Good ~r~g~pril ~· .2_99~

ALUMNI

COST CUTTERS®

FROM PAGE 16

PUBLIX/ECKERD c·ENTER ·579.5755

university Blvd. & Dean Rd.

II

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

...

Monday-Friday
Saturday
sun~ay

..

, . ~~ .

Dave Patton stopped Dl:>E's
Rob Engle in the second rowid
of their 132-139-pound fight.
Both fighters looked tired in
the second round before the
referee ended the fight. Engle
had to be helped from the ring
and appeared to have an injury
to his right ankle.
In the 140-147-pound class,
Joe Egan, ITKA's only entrant,
dealt LAB' s title hopes a blow by
stopping Matt Croce in the
second round.
John Webster of :EAE
outpointed Dl>E's Brady Shutes
in their 148-156-pound class
fight.
Mike Smarito scored -LAE's
third win by defeating AXA's
Peter Lange in the 166-178pound class.
.
In the 157-165-pound class,
last-minute-substitute Jere
Lober scored AXA's only victory
by stopping Leo Richolson of
Acacia in the second round.
In the Golden Gloves 132139 qualifier, Santos rebounded
from a weak first round to defeat ,
David Armstrong ofFortMyers.
Although
Armstrong
dominated the first round, he
could not keep up with Santos A trainer from the Orlando Sports Club looks over Dave Howard of
as the fight wore on.
Sig Ep between rounds. Howard won his bout.

9am-8pm
9am-6pm
1.2 Noon-6pm

half of the game on the alu,rnni's
sideline slapping past players on
thebackandrnakingsuretheyellow
liquid in their cups was Gatorade.
In · between frivolities,
McDowell expressed optimism
about next season .

'Tm pretty sure we're going to
have some talent that will come
tog~ther," McDowell said.
"Generally, we lost a lot of
experienced and talented players
and we replacedthem with talented
players. ff we can survive early
next season, we11 do very well"
Defensive back Coach Randy
Romero echoed McDowell.

'Theydidn'tdotoobad,"Romero
said. 'They're all young but they
didallright. We've got some real
good talent, they're just real
experienced."
As spring football closed for the
Krrights, UCFscoachesmaintaina
high degr~e of optimism while
keeping an eye on their defensive
backfield
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Visit the Saturn On Campus Vehicle Exhibit
April 16-17
Student Center Gre-en • 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.See how the first new American car company in 40 years is using innovative
ideas to build a well-designed, exceptionally engineered and reliable car.

Win $750
Register to win one of two-educational grants to go toward your college expenses while atthe Saturn On Campus display. A
completed entry form makes you eligible for the grants. One $750 winning entry form will be drawn at the end of each day of the
Saturn On Campus event. No purchase is necessary to enter or win, and the winners need not be present atthe
drawings!
I

A DIFFERENT KIND Of COMPANY. A DIFFERENT KIND Of CAR.
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Knights Still better
than Rollins, rally lat~
Castaldo's squeeze bunt starts 3-run 8th
Kelly Brown singled home Eri'c
Golden.
·
"We needed this one bad
WINTER PARK - In a 60- because we have nine conference
game season, games against a games coming up," Still said.
Division II opponent aren't "We need to get used to winning
supposed to be a problem, again."
Rollins went up 5-0 with a
especially when the opponent
carries a record under .500. But run in the first and four in the
against Rollins College, nothing third. Shortstop James Barnick
led off the Tars' first with a
is automatic~
UCF scored three runs in the single and Rocky Contraris
eighth inning and came back follow~d' with single. Barnick
from a five-run deficit to defeat scored from first when Barker
the Tars, 9-5, Friday night at bobbled the ball.
In the third, Rollins did all its
Alfond Stadium.
The victory was UCF's third damage with two outs. Still
in the row over the Tars. The retired the first batters before
Knights opened their season SNc consecutive batters to reach
base. Catcher Mike Cecere with two victories.
Jimmy Still overcame a shaky walked to bringin the first ofthe
start to pick up his seventh inning, and David Ciambella
victory of the season despite and Scott Howatt followed with
allowing five runs and 12 hits. .RBI singles.
The Knights began to come
In eight innings, he struck out
seven and walked one. Still went back with four runs in the fourth
into the game with a 2.19 ERA. inning. Gabby Angulo ·a nd Chip
"Against Stetson, we were Hummel had run-scoring hits
down five or six runs and we in the inning.
Chad Mottola's RBI single
came back," Still said. "I was
more concerned about myself. drove in Castaldo to tie the game
Our hitters have ·been doing in the fifth inning. In the seventh
inning, Mottola threw out
their job all year."
The Knights (33-15) broke. Ciambella at the plate to deny
away from Rollins with their Rollins' scoring opportunity.
Baseball notes: Stetson
eighth-inning rally. Kiki
Antonini led off the inning with remains the only non-conference
a double and Chip Hummel and gam.e left on the Knights'
Brett Barker followed with schedule. UCF plays Stetson at
walks. Antonini scored on Greg 7 p.m. tonight at home, then
Castaldo' s squeeze bunt. Ty travels to Deland for a 7 p.m.
Lynch drove in the last two runs game Wednesday night.
with a single to center field.
The Knights resume
UCF added another run in ~onferencep}aywhentheytravel
the ninth when pinch hitter to Louisiana Tech this weekend.. ,

by Roy Fuoco

SPORTS EDITOR
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Engle lands a punch against Dave Patton in a 132-139 weight-class bout, but Patton went on to
win. Proceeds of Greek Gloves Ill went to the American Diabetes Association.

Sigma Chi wins .S·of·7 fights
, to capture Greek Gloves Ill·
Gunder by the legs and threw him over the top
rope. Nelson spent much ofthe fight 11.inging after
Gunder,.who controlled the tempo throughout.
Gunder returned to the ring and went after
Sigma Chi won the Greek Gloves III overall
title Friday night, taking its second team trophy Nelson. The referee stopped the fight and
in three years before a small but vocal crowd at disqualifiecl Nelson.
The only other loss for DC came in the 166-1 78
the Orlando Sports Club.
Fighters from DC, the only 'fraternity with class, in which Chris Kingston lost to Dl>E'sJimmy
fighters in all seven weight classes, won five of Mathis.
In the first fight of the 1 79-200-pound class,
their matches.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon came in second with De's Zeke Zucaro ended a two-year drought when
three wins, while Sigma Phi Epsilon scored two he outpointed ATn's Bill Cook.
That victory, coupled with a victory by Dl>E's
wins in five fights to take third.
.
Alpha Tau Omega, ·Lambda Chi Alpha and Pi Dave Howard over .EAE's Mike Prieto in the same
Kappa Alpha tied for fourth, winning one bout each. class, clinched the team trophy for Sigma Chi.
The Howard-Prieto fight was an example of
Vic Rivera started the eveningfor DC in the 132139-pound class, stoppingATQ'sRon Hood in two how not to box. In the first round, Prieto threw
Howard into the ropes. In the second, Pri~to
rounds.
In the 140-147-pound class, De's Alex Tavares received two warnings back-to-back, the second
stopped Chris Sadowski of'Dl>Ein the third round. for talking back to the referee.
In the only heavyweight fight of the evening,
Sadowski spent much ofthe second round backing
Scott Conto of 1X added the icing to the victory
away from Tavares' onslaught.
In the 148-156-pound class, Mike Collins cake by stopping AXA's Roger Rice in the second
,
became De's first entry in the loss column when round.
Conto, who held aheightand weight advantage
he forfeited to ATQ's George Melliza after the
over Rice, controlled the fight start to finish.
second round:
LAB, with fighters entered in all classes but
In the 157-165-pound Class, De's Travis Gunder
participated in the ugliest fight of the evening, heavyweight, won fights in the 132-139, 148-156
which some fans referred to as a wrestling match. and 166-178 classes.
'During the second round, his opponent, .EAE's
Mike Nelson, succumbed to frustration, grabbed
see BOXING page 15
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Varsity gives alumni team look
into Knights' football future
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Past met present Saturday night as the UCF varsity
football team took on the alumni at University High
School and showed the old men ofUCFfootball history
back to their armchairs.
Following a first half of inspired performances by
several alumni players that held the varsity squad to a
7-0 lead at halftime, the varsity scored 14 points in each
.o f the last two quarters to win 35-0.
Wide receivers Coach Robert Ector suited up for the
alumni and shared playing time at quarterback and
running back, rushing 11 times for 61 yards. After Tony
Lanham went out with a rib injury in the first quarter,
various players, including Ector, shared time at
quarterback.
Junior tailback Willie English scored the only
'touchdown of the first half. In the second quarter, he
ran 13 yards to thE:? right side through several tacklers
· and scored.
In the se·condhalf, redshirtfreshmenDarrin Hinshaw
and David Rhodes connected often. Hinshaw completed
13-of-18 passes and Rhodes cau~ht nine passes for 191

yards.
In the openingminutes ofthe third quarter, Hinshaw
hit Rhodes for a 63-yard touchdown pass down the
middle of the field.
"I think he's gonna be a great one. Ifhe catches 40
passes this season I think he's got a real chance at
breaking Beckton's records," former UCF receiver
Shawn Jefferson said.
Ten minutes later, redshirt freshman fullback
Charles Anderson bulled into the end zone for a 1-yard
touchdown run.
· The varsity defense got in on the act with a 41-yard
interception return for a to1:1chdown byjunior linebacker
Scott Ariail.
Redshirt wide receiver Brian Crutcher finished the
night off with a 46:yard touchdown pass from Travis
Peeples.
·
Although the game was played with intensity and
the varsity coaches continued to evaluate their players
in preparation for next season, the atmosphere of the
nigh~ was loose and warm.
·
Head Coach Gene McDowell even spent the second

see ALOMNt page 15
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Former UCF running back Gil Barnes ·returned to the
gridiron in the varsity-alumni game:
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